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Introduction

In recent years, Active Labor Market Policy (ALMP) involving subsidies to
private sector employments have been executed in many EU countries (Kluve
(2010)) and OECD countries (Card, et a l . (2010) and Martin (2015)). On the
one hand, in many countries, governments provide subsidies to private firms,
which have an objective to lower unemployment rates and been considered to
have only indirect effects on foreign countries.1 On the other hand, the Subsidies
and Countervailing Measures (SCM) Agreement aims to discipline subsidies
granted by W TO members, since subsidies may be harmful for other countries.2
Does the subsidy to improve the condition of a domestic labor market influences
on the welfare of foreign countries? We points out that such a type of subsidy
may be harmful for foreign countries, which induces subsidy competition. Is
subsidy competition wasteful or beneficial for two countries? We show whether
subsidy competition under imperfect labor markets are beneficial or wasteful
for two countries depends on the size of labor market frictions.
In this paper, we show that when labor market is imperfect, governments
have a strong incentive to give subsidies to firms, since internalizing distor
tion generated by labor market imperfection improves the welfare. However,
a subsidy in a country may provides the other country with an externality.3
ALMP may bring about negative externality to other countries, although its
objective is to internalize the distortion generated by labor market imperfec
tion. This type of subsidy policy may thus be prohibited by the W TO, since it
may be harmful for other countries.45
6 This paper investigates whether W T O ’s
prohibition of subsidy competition is beneficial or harmful. The analysis shows
that subsidy competition is beneficial (wasteful), when labor market friction is
large (small). The SCM agreements which prohibits subsidy competition will
be harmful, when labor market friction is large.
We construct a two-country, two-sector (manufacturing and agriculture)
model in which markets for manufactured goods are segmented between two
countries and the total number of manufacturing firms is endogenous.5 6 One
1 OECD (2010) states that labor market interventions are indirect bearing on international
trade.
2Mavroidis (2016) states that the Subsidies and Countervailing Measures (SC M ) Agreement
aims to discipline subsidies granted by W TO members. To this end, it requires that W TO
members avoid using two types of prohibited subsidies (local content and export subsidies) and
other subsidies that may adversely affect other W TO members. The current SCM Agreement
does not condition the treatment of subsidies on their rationale. Subsidies can nowadays be
counteracted regardless of their rationale.
3We will see the explanation of negative externality by subsidy competition in the later
part of Introduction.
4The SCM Agreements prohibits an export subsidy or a subsidy contingent on the use of
domestic over imported goods. If the subsidy policy in our paper can be interpreted as an
export subsidy or a subsidy contingent on the use of domestic over imported goods, the SCM
Agreement would prohibit such a subsidy.
5Davies and Eckel (2010) and Pfluger and Suedekum (2013) construct models of tax (sub
sidy) competition with an endogenous number of heterogeneous firms. In those models, labor
markets are perfect.
6 Several works study segmented product markets in which the total number of manufac-
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specific feature of our model is that the labor market in the manufacturing sec
tor is assumed to be imperfect. Workers who enter the manufacturing sector
search for a job and pay opportunity costs equal to wages in the agriculture
sector. Firms entering the manufacturing sector search for workers to employ,
and these search activities are assumed to incur a positive search cost. Indi
vidual firms5entries into the search market raise the probability of unemployed
searching workers finding a job. Since the search activities by firms incur posi
tive search costs, a finite number of firms enter in a period and thus the search
duration for a worker becomes positive. In this duration, they pay opportu
nity costs which equals to the agricultural wage. Therefore, the wage in the
manufacturing sector should be higher than that in the agriculture sector. If
firms’ search costs are zero, an infinite number of firms enter in one period,
which makes the expected search duration for a worker zero. In this case, the
equilibrium wage in the manufacturing sector equals the wage in the agricul
ture sector, which means that the labor market is perfect.7 Since search costs
for firms are positive, matched firms and workers receive positive rents in the
absence of policy intervention by governments. Specifically, labor market im
perfection brings about inefficiency, which may be internalized by government
intervention. Thus, under the existence of a positive search cost, governments
have an incentive to provide subsidies to manufacturing firms to internalize the
inefficiency induced by labor market imperfection.8
Each government is assumed to provide a subsidy to maximize the welfare
in its own country. In our model, there is an externality generated by subsidy
competition, as in previous subsidy competition studies, like Borck, et a l . (2012)
and Pfliiger and Suedekum (2013). The increase in subsidies speeds up the
entry of firms. This entry of firms in a country then intensifies competition,
which induces the exit of firms from the other country. The increase in the
number of firms in the country and the decrease in firms in the other country
influences on welfare in the other country through three channels. First, the
increase in the number of firms in the country lowers the equilibrium price of
manufactured goods, while the decrease in the number of firms in the other
country lowers the equilibrium price in the other country. 9 We call this effect,
which can be observed in studies of segmented markets, the consumer surplus
effect. Second, the decrease in domestic firms reduces the number of matched
turing firms is exogenous. Baldwin and Krugman (2004), Borck and Pfliiger (2006), Haufler
and Wooton (2010), Kind et al. (2000), and Ludema and Wooton (2004) construct models
of tax competition under segmented markets. In those models, the total number of firms is
exogenous.
7If search costs for firms are zero, firms incur no costs in the search duration, since firms
do not pay opportunity costs. Thus, when search costs are zero, there is no inefficiency.
8This type of subsidy can be interpreted as an employment subsidy as in Harris and Todaro
(1970).
9In our model, we assume that the total number of firms is endogenous and increases
with a rise in the subsidy rate in a country. Thus, the increase in the number of firms in
the subsidy country is larger than the decrease in the number of firms in the other country.
This dampens the fiscal externality compared with models in which the number of firms is
exogenous. However, subsidy competition always results in a race to the bottom, even in a
perfect labor market.
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firms and workers in the manufacturing sector. In our model, matched firms
and workers in the manufacturing sector receive rents brought about by labor
market imperfection.10 Thus, the decrease in the number of matched firms and
workers in the manufacturing sector lowers welfare in the country, which we
term the labor market imperfection effect. Third, the decrease in the number
of firms reduces the total expenditure for subsidy, which raises the welfare. We
call this as the fiscal effect.
We show that when labor market friction is small, subsidy competition lowers
welfare compared with the case without subsidy competition; hence, subsidy
competition is wasteful. Therefore, in the perfect labor market case (i.e., when
labor market friction is zero), subsidy competition is always wasteful. When
labor market friction is large, subsidy competition is beneficial, although subsidy
rates under subsidy competition are inefficiently high.11
We study how an increase in labor market friction affects unemployment
rates and welfare. Our analysis shows that the increase in the labor market
friction reduces the equilibrium number of matched firms, which lowers the un
employment rate. In our model, equilibrium unemployment rates increase with
the number of manufacturing firms, since a rise in the number of manufacturing
firms increases the number of workers searching for jobs in the manufacturing
sector. The increase in the labor market friction also lowers the tightness of
labor market, which raises the unemployment rate. When the former effect is
stronger (weaker) than the latter effect, the increase in the labor market friction
lowers (raises) the unemployment rate. When the market size for manufactured
goods is small (large), an increase in labor market friction lowers (raises) un
employment rates. An increase in labor market friction decreases the welfare
level monotonically in the symmetric equilibrium. An increase in labor market
friction decreases the number of matched firms. The decrease in matched firms
reduces the number of matched workers, which lowers welfare through labor
market imperfection effect. In addition, the decrease in the number of matched
firms raises the price level of manufactured goods, which also lowers welfare.
Effects of trade liberalization on welfare under tax competition are inves
tigated by some recent papers like Egger and Seidel (2011), Exbrayat et al.
(2012), and Haufler and Mittermaier (2011). Our simple model enables us to
derive clear results about effects of trade liberalization on unemployment rates
and welfare under subsidy competition. When trade liberalization occurs, com
petition among manufacturing firms becomes intensive, which decreases the
number of firms, while exports increase, which increases the number of firms.
10Workers employed in the manufacturing sector earn a higher wage than workers in the
agriculture sector. Unemployed individuals in the manufacturing sector that are searching
for a job have the same utility as workers in the agriculture sector. Thus, workers in the
manufacturing sector receive rents brought about by labor market imperfection. The stock
market value of matched firms becomes higher than unmatched vacancies, which also provides
rents to matched firms.
11 Boadway et al. (2002) show a case in which tax competition improves welfare in a model
with labor market imperfection. Wilson (1999) and Wilson and Wildasin (2004) introduce
models in which tax competition improves efficiency in their comprehensive surveys of tax
competition studies.
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When trade liberalization increases the number of firms, it also raises unemploy
ment rates. We further show that when trade costs are high, trade liberalization
raises unemployment rates. In addition, when trade costs are low, the influence
of trade liberalization on unemployment rates depends on market size: when
market size is large (small), trade liberalization lowers (raises) unemployment
rates. As seen above, trade liberalization can therefore raise or lower unemploy
ment rates. However, our model shows that trade liberalization always improves
welfare. Thus, policies that facilitate trade liberalization improve welfare when
two countries are under subsidy competition.
Finally, we study the case that two countries are asymmetric with respect to
labor market friction. Our analysis shows that in the country with higher labor
market friction, the equilibrium subsidy rate is higher than that in the other
country.12 Moreover, an increase in labor market friction in a country raises its
subsidy rate and lowers the subsidy rate in the other country. We analyze how
an increase in labor market friction in a country affects unemployment rates
and welfare, finding that it lowers its welfare, while it reduces unemployment
rates and improves welfare in the other country.
Related works include Baldwin and Krugman (2004), Borck and Pfliiger
(2006), Haufler and Wooton (2010), Kind et a l . (2000), and Ludema and
Wooton (2004), all of which present tax competition models with segmented
markets. In all these models, however, the number of manufacturing firms is
exogenous and the labor market is perfect, in contrast to our model. Similarly,
while Davies and Eckel (2010) and Pfliiger and Suedekum (2013) construct
models of tax (subsidy) competition with an endogenous number of firms, they
focus on the effects of heterogeneous firms on tax competition rather than on
the effects of labor market friction.
Some studies examine the effects of an imperfect labor market on the results
of tax competition. Fuest and Huber (1999), Ogawa et al. (2006, 2016), and Sato
(2009), for instance, study how labor market friction influences the results of tax
competition in a model with perfect product markets. Fuest and Huber (1999)
introduce wage bargaining, Ogawa et al. (2006) introduce a minimum wage,
Ogawa et al. (2016) introduce labor unions, and Sato (2009) introduces search
friction to study the effects of labor market imperfection on tax competition.
In these papers, the number of firms is exogenous and product markets are
perfectly integrated. We assume that the number of firms is endogenous and
that markets are segmented between two countries.
Egger and Seidel (2011), Exbrayat et al. (2012), and Haufler and Mittermaier (2011) construct tax competition models of imperfect product markets
and labor markets. In the latter two studies, the presence of a labor union
brings about labor market imperfection, while in the former, a fair-wage pref
erence produces labor market imperfection. In our model, search friction a
la Pissarides (2000) brings about labor market friction. In Egger and Seidel
(2011), Exbrayat et al. (2012), and Haufler and Mittermaier (2011), the num
12Egger and Seidel (2011), Exbrayat et al. (2012), and Haufler and Mittermaier (2011) also
show that the equilibrium tax rate is lower in the high labor market friction country than in
the other country.
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ber of firms is exogenous; however, none of these studies investigates whether
tax competition is beneficial or wasteful.
Some studies point out that tax competition may be beneficial. Ottaviano
and van Ypersele (2005) present a tax competition model with monopolistic
competition, showing that under certain conditions, tax competition is efficiency
enhancing. Borck et a l . (2012) present a model in which the inefficiency lockin of agglomeration may be removed by subsidy competition. Boadway et al.
(2002) construct a tax and redistributive policy competition model with search
friction in which governments compete by implementing inefficient redistributing
policies. They find that tax competition reduces such inefficient redistributive
policy competition, which improves welfare. Although these papers show that
tax competition may be beneficial, how tax competition improves efficiency is
different from our model. In our model, the entry of manufacturing firms be
comes inefficiently scarce in the case without subsidy competition because of the
existence of positive search costs. Positive subsidies under subsidy competition
thus increase the number of firms, which improves welfare. In Ottaviano and
van Ypersele (2005) and Borck and Pfliiger (2012), the labor market is perfect
and number of firms is exogenous. In Boadway et al. (2002), inefficiency is
not induced by positive search costs, while the number of firms is exogenous.
Based on the foregoing, our paper thus adds a new channel that brings about
beneficial tax competition.
The seminal paper of Harris and Todaro (1970) presents a model of urban
unemployment in developing countries. Our model has a similar structure to
theirs, in which the labor market in the rural agriculture sector is assumed to
be perfect, while that in the urban manufacturing sector is imperfect. Workers
therefore migrate from rural to urban areas since expected real wages in urban
areas are higher than those in rural areas, although unemployment also exists
in the former. In the equilibrium, expected real wages in urban areas thus equal
real wages in rural areas.13 Our model analyzes the effect of subsidies in the
urban manufacturing sector in developing countries. In our model, governments
provide urban manufacturing subsidies to improve welfare. Such a subsidy in
duces firms5 entry, which brings about the externality to the other country and
the equilibrium subsidy rate is too high. This paper shows that subsidy com
petition is beneficial, when the labor market friction in urban manufacturing
sector is large.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the
model and derives the equilibrium conditions. Section 3 studies the case of
perfect labor markets. Section 4 analyzes the case of imperfect labor markets.
Section 5 investigates the case of asymmetry between two countries with respect
to labor market friction. Section 6 concludes.
13Harris and Todaro (1970) and studies following their tradition such as Krichel and Levine
(1999), Yabuuchi (1993), and Zenou (2011) analyze the welfare effects of urban employment
subsidies.
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2

The model

2 .1

B a s ic

se tu p

There are two countries,1 and 2. The variables that refer to country 1 have the
subscript 1 and those that refer to country 2 have the subscript 2. Each country
is endowed with a fixed amount of labor L\ = L 2 = 1.14 We assume that the
agents in both countries obtain utility from the consumption of agricultural
goods and homogeneous manufactured goods. In the agricultural goods sector,
there is no labor market friction, whereas in the manufactured goods sector,
there is labor market friction. While labor can be mobile between sectors in
the same country, it cannot be mobile between different countries. The utility
function of the agent in country i is given by
- 脊，
where Zi and qi represent the consumption level of agricultural goods and homo
geneous manufactured goods in country i, respectively. The budget constraint
of the agent in country i is
z i + Piqi = y i ，
where y i is the total income. In this model, agricultural goods are chosen to
be the numeraire. By maximizing the utility function, the demand function for
manufactured goods becomes
qi = A —Pi •
Then, the indirect utility level in country i is U~i = y i + (
.
Technology in the agriculture sector requires one unit of labor to produce
one unit of output. With free trade in agriculture, the choice of this good as
the numeraire implies that the equilibrium wage is equal to one in both regions,
w i = W2 = 1.
Our focus lies on the market for manufactured good qi, which is served by
n firms. Following Haufler and Stahler (2013), we assume that a manufactured
goods firm can produce a fixed amount of goods. We assume that a manufac
tured goods firm can produce one unit of a good for the domestic market and
t < 1 units of goods for the foreign market with one unit of labor. We interpret
t as trade costs. When t is small (large), trade costs are high (low).15
The inverse demand functions in country i are given by
pi = A — (n i + tn j ) ，

(1)

14We assume that both countries have the same market size. Then, when the level of labor
market imperfection is the same in both countries, they are perfectly symmetric.
15Under the assumption of manufacturing firms having fixed outputs, we can derive the
explicit forms of the equilibrium subsidy rates and social welfare functions. In the variable
output case, however, we cannot derive the explicit forms of the equilibrium subsidy rates and
social welfare functions. In the Appendix, numerical methods are thus used to show that in
the variable output case, we can derive the same main result as in the fixed output case.
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Therefore, the revenue of manufacturing firms in country i is given by
Ri

2 .2

= [A

-

(n i +

t n j )]

+

t [A

- (t n i +

n j )]

；

(2)

M a tc h in g

The search and matching setting in this paper has a similar model to that pre
sented by Pissarides (2000, C h . 1 ) . In the manufactured goods sector, there
are search and matching frictions. Let the matching function be Mi = g(ui;vi)
where Mi denotes the number of job matches, Ui denotes unemployed workers,
and Vi denotes job vacancies engage in matching. The probability of a man
ufactured goods firm finding a worker is q(〇i) = Mi/vi where 〇i = Vi/ui and
〇i represents the tightness of labor market. An increase in 〇i decreases the
probability of a firm finding worker. The probability of a worker finding a job
is Mi/ui = q(Qj)Qi. An increase in 〇i raises the probability of a worker finding
a job.
Next, we focus on the value of workers and manufacturing firms. Let Wi and
Ui be the present value of the expected income of an employed and unemployed
worker, respectively. The unemployed worker receives unemployment benefit b.
For analytical simplicity, we assume that b = 0. Then, Ui is
(^ - p )2
PUi = (z + ai ~ Ti +-------- 2------) + q( り
i) り
i (Wi — Ui) ;

(3)

where p is the discount rate, ai is the asset revenue, and Ti represent the lump
sum head tax, respectively, in country i. We assume that z units of agricultural
goods are distributed to each agent in each period. 16The second term represents
the capital gain from succeeding in matching. The value of Wi is given by
(A _ p )2
PW i = (z + wMi + ai — Ti +-------- 2------) + S(Ui — Wi) ；

(4)

where WMi denotes the wage rate in the manufactured goods sector in country
i and 8 denotes the rate of job destruction, which is an exogenous variable. The
second term represents the capital loss to workers from losing their jobs.
Next, we describe firms5 activities. Let Ji and Vi be the present-discounted
value of the expected pront of an occupied job and a vacant job, respectively.
The value of a vacant job is given by
pVi = - k + q( り
i)(Ji - Vi),

(5)

where k denotes the search cost, which is identical in both countries. The second
term represents the capital gain from succeeding in matching. The value of an
occupied job is given by
pJi = (Ri — wMi + si) + 8(Vi — Ji).

(6)

16W e assume that z is sufficiently large, which ensures that the income w ithout lum-sum
head tax of all agents becom es positive at the equilibrium.
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Si represents the lump-sum subsidy rates in country i.ir
We assume that workers and firms engage in wage bargaining. Specifically,
the wage rate in the manufactured goods sector is determined by Nash bargain
ing. The worker?s share of the total surplus is p and the firm?s share of the total
surplus is 1 —p. Then, the following equation must hold:
W i - Ui = p(J i + W i - Vi - Ui ).
2 .3

(7)

E q u ilib r iu m

In the equilibrium, the number of workers finding a job equals to the number of
workers lose a job, the following equation must hold:
q(^i )^i u i — ろ
ni .

(8)

LMi denotes the supply of workers in the manufactured goods sector in country
i . Some workers succeed in matching and others become unemployed. Then, the
labor market equilibrium condition in the manufactured goods sector is given
by
L Mi
Ui + ni ；i — 1; 2.
(9)
In this paper, we assume that the agents engaged in the agricultural goods
sector cannot search for manufactured goods firms. When the agents move
from the agricultural goods sector to the manufactured goods sector, the agents
become unemployed. The value of an unemployed worker is equal to the value of
a worker engaged in the agricultural goods sector. Thus, the following equation
can be obtained:
pUi — 1 + z + ai 一Ti +
From (3) and (4), Wi

(A - Pi))

,i — 1；
2.

(10)

is given by

Ui

Wi

-

Ui

WM i
p + ろ+ q(Qi)Qi

(11)

Then, by substituting (10) and (11) into (3), we can obtain the wage rate in the
manufactured goods sector as follows:
WM i

1+

p+ ろ
q(〇i) 〇i .

(12)

The first term of 1 represents the outside option of the worker and the second
term is the risk premium. By using (5) and (6), we can obtain Ji —Vi as follows:
Ji

-

Vi

(R i — wMi + si) + k
P + ろ+ q(^i)

(13)

17 In this paper, we assume that governments provide subsidies to manufacturing firms. In
the case that governments provide subsidies to matched workers (wage subsidies), we can
dervie the same results to the case of subsidies to manufacturing firms.
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By substituting (7), (11), and (12) into (5), the value of a vacant job is given
by
pVi = - k + ) j ^ .

(14)

Therefore, the value of a vacant job is decreasing in the tightness of labor market.
When the value of a vacant job is positive, firms enter the market and the
tightness of the labor market becomes severe. When the value of a vacant job
is negative, firms exit the market and this alleviates labor market tightness.
Therefore, the value of a vacant job becomes zero, Vi = 0, and the tightness of
the labor market in each country is given by
〇l = 0*2 =

= ^ ^ f-

(15)

Then, in this setting, equilibrium labor market tightness へ* is independent of
subsidy rate Si, which simplifies the analysis. Because of the free-entry of man
ufacturing firms and the arbitrage of workers between the manufacturing sector
and agricultural sector, the subsidy to matched manufacturing firms increases
both the number of vacant firms and the labor supply in the manufacturing sec
tor, which makes the tightness of labor market to be independent of the subsidy
rate. When the search cost is large or the worker’s share of total output is large,
the tightness of the labor market becomes small.18
L em m a 1 When a labor market friction (search cost) is large, the tight
ness of the labor market becomes small. The tightness of the labor market is
independent of the lump-sum subsidy rate.
By substituting (11), (12), (13), and Vi = 0 into (7), we can obtain the
pronts of manufactured goods firms in country i as follows:
Pq(0*)0* Ri + + 厂 1 = 1,

(16)

where the left-hand side of this equation is the expected benent for workers once
they can match with nrms and the right-hand side is the benent when workers
engage in the agricultural goods sector.19 Then, from the above equation, the
pront level in country i can be obtained as follows:
p+ 8
R i + si = 1 +

r

伽 (0*)0*

(17)

where r represents the after-subsidy pront rate and dr(0*)/d0* < 0. Then,
when search costs are large, the entry of nrms becomes small and the pront
level in country i becomes large.
18Policies such as subsidies to unemployed workers and for the search costs of nrms affect
equilibrium labor market tightness d^, which complicates the analysis. In the Appendix, we
thus analyze the case that governments subsidize the search costs of nrms.
19We substitute 〇l into (16) as follows:
(1 -

R i ~ ti — 1

k.

：

p+ s

This equation means that the expected benent of nrms equals the search costs.
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Here, we focus on the interior equilibrium in which there are a positive num
ber of firms in both countries (ni > 0 and n 2 > 0). Equations (16) determine
the equilibrium number of firms in both countries. By substituting (17) into
(2), we get
[A — (ni + tn j)] + [A — (tni + n j)] t + Si = r.
(18)
Thus, the equilibrium number of firms in country i is
A (1 + t ) ( 1 —t ) — (1 + t2)(r — Si) + 2t(r — Sj)
(1 - 12)2

(19)

Then, dni/dsi > 0,and dni/dsj < 0. The subsidy rates in one country influences
on the number of firm in the other country, which is the externality by subsidy.
We define

dni sj
ds j ni

as the elasticity of the number of firms in a country

to the subsidy rate in the other country. When " is large, a small increase
in the subsidy rate in the other country brings about a large decrease in the
firms5 number, which generates a large externality by subsidy. Hence, |@" | く
0. Thus, when r increases, the increase in the number of firm induced by
the rise in the subsidy rate in the other country is small. When r is large,
the externality generated by subsidy competition becomes small. In addition,
> 0, it means that when the size of manufactured goods market, A is large,
1IfA 1
the externality caused by subsidy competition is large.
From (19), the total number of firms in this economy is given by
ni + n2

2A(1 + 1) + si + S2 — 2r

(20)

(1 + 1)2
Then, an increase in the subsidy rate raises the total number of firms because
of their free entry.
In this paper, we assume that the agents in country i own the firms located
in that country. Then, the capital market equilibrium condition in country i is
given by
ai — PniJi；
where ai is the aggregate asset value in country i. 20The government budget
constraint is Ti — Sini, where the left-hand side represents the tax revenue and
the right-hand side represents the government expenditure on the subsidy.
The government chooses its subsidy rate to maximize welfare in each country:21
SW i — pniWi + p(1 - ni)Ui — 1 + z + ni(q - Si) +

(ni + tn j)2
2

(21)

20We assume that all asset in a country are equally holded by all agents in a country. In
our assumpetion of symmetric countries, the results are the same, if we assume that all agents
in the world hold equal amounts of assets in the world.
21Note that unemployed workers and workers producing homogeneous goods have the same
instantaneous utility pUi in the equilibrium.
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where ” 三 p(Ji — Vi) + p(Wi — U i ) = 卢g(らデ represents the rents of matched
workers and firms in the manufacturing sector brought about by labor market
imperfection. Thus, ^ is the size of labor market friction. The term ni^ is
the aggregate rents in country i. The term sini represents the total subsidy
expenditure, and the third term represents the consumer surplus.
Note that r = 1 + ^ + ^ . Further,
く 〇. Thus, we find that
< 0,
which means that the externality by subsidy decreases with the size of labor
market friction. When labor market friction is large, the entry of firms incurs
high costs for firms. Thus, the elasticity of the number of firms to the subsidy
rate decreases with an increase in labor market mction. This finding shows that
when ^ is large, the externality by subsidy becomes small.
We can see that ^ is an increasing function of the search k. When the
search costs is zero, k = 0 , " = 0. Thus, the rents of matched workers and
firms increase with labor market mction, whereas rents do not exist in the
perfect labor market. In our model, we assume that firms incur positive search
costs to search for workers. Under the condition of positive search costs, k, the
number of firms5 entering the manufacturing sector becomes inefficiently small.
In this circumstance, a matched firm can generate an inefficiently high revenue
involving rent ^, which is divided between a matched worker and a matched
firm.
The government sets its subsidy rate to maximize (21). When ^ is large, the
government has a large concern about total rents n i" relative to the consumer
surplus. On the contrary, when " is small, the government has a large concern
about the consumer surplus.

3

Subsidy competition

The reaction function of the government in country i is given by
Si = Si(Sj)

—t(r — Sj) + t ( 1 —t 2)A + (1 + t2) " + t 2r
1+ 2 2
*

(22)

Then, because 0 く @Si/@Sj く 1 , subsidy rates are strategic complements and
the competitive equilibrium is stable.
From (19) and (22), the equilibrium number of firms in each country is

n

/

2X A (1 + t) - ( 1 +

-P " )

ひ + 亡）(1 + 1) 2(1 - t + 2t2)

(23)

An increase in labor market friction decreases the number of firms in both coun
tries. Large labor market mction prevents manufacturing firms from entering
the market. The equilibrium price in each country thus becomes
(1 + 12) ( 1 + l ") - 1(1- t2)A
*
P =
(1 + t )(1 —t + 2t2)
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An increase in labor market friction raises the price level. In the equilibrium,
the condition that ensures the price in both countries is positive (pi > 0) is
given by

A<

i +12
= a
t(1 - 1 ) 1 + 1 ~ '

In addition, from (23), the condition that there exists a positive number of
manufacturing firms in both countries (ni > 0) is
A>

1 + -PV
= A.
1+ t

We can observe that A < A. Hereafter, we assume that A < A < A.
The equilibrium lump-sum subsidy rates are
*
i t ( 1 - t)r
si = V +
1 - 1 + 2t2 ;

(24)

where
r = A (1 + 1) - (1 + - v ) > 〇；
p
from A < A < A, which means that s i > 0. Further, we can see that @si /@ A >
0.
Proposition 1 1 ) When A < A < A, governments subsidize manufacturing
firms. 2) The subsidy rate is an increasing function o f the market size for
manufactured goods.
As we saw, the externality by subsidy increase with A , which is expressed in
@ r/@ A > 0. Thus, the increase in the market size raises the equilibrium subsidy
rate.
The first term on the right-hand side of (24) is the inefficiency induced by
labor market imperfection (search costs), and equals the rent of a matched firm
and a matched worker. The second term represents the externality by subsidy,
which decreases with an increase in v . As we saw earlier, the externality by
subsidy becomes small when v increases, which induces @r/@v < 0. When the
labor market friction increases, the first term in (24) (labor market inefficiency)
increases, while the second term (the externality by subsidy) decreases.
Substituting (19) into (21), and differentiating it with Sj, we can derive
t

dSW i
s

[—( 1 —t ) r + s* + ts* — (1 + t)v] < 0:

(25)

s

Thus, in the subsidy competition equilibrium, the rise of subsidy in a country
brings about the negative externality to the other country.
The rise in the subsidy increase the number of domestic firms and decrease
the number of foreign firms, which influences on the foreign welfare through
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three channels: the consumer surplus effect, the labor market imperfection ef
fect, and the fiscal effect. With the rise of the subsidy rate in the country,
the labor market imperfection effect lowers the welfare in the foreign country,
while the fiscal effect raises the foreign welfare. The sign of consumer surplus
effect is ambiguous, since the number of firms increases in a country, while the
number of firms decrease in the other country. In the subsidy competition equi
librium, negative effects on foreign welfare overwhelms positive effects, and the
rise in subsidy in a country brings about the negative externality to the other
country.22
3 .1

C o o r d in a te d

s u b s id y

ra te

Global welfare is the sum of the welfare of the two countries, which can be
described as
SW w

=

SW X+ SW 2

=

2 + 2Z + ni(w

—

n2(w — 巧） +

si) +

(ni

+ 2 n 2)

where the number of firms is given by (19). By substituting (19) into global
welfare and differentiating it with si and S2, we find the first-order conditions
for this problem as follows
@SW w — 2t(sj — ” ) 一 (1 + t2)(si — w)
( 1 - 12)2

@ Si

= 0，
i，
j 2 { 1，
2} ，
i —j.

We also derive the subsidy rate that maximizes global welfare as follows:
(27)

sC = V > 0 ；

where the superscript c stands for the coordinated equilibrium. From (27), the
coordinated equilibrium subsidy level equals q, namely the rent of a matched
firm and a matched worker. 23
22The consumer surplus effect can be represented by
(n i+ t n j )
2

dsj

1

1) 2 ( t s i

—

A t 3 + ( 1 +— " +

t2

—

t 2 sj + A t

— (

1 +— " +

(*2

the labor im perfection effect can be expressed as
dn，
i^

2tり

@sj

(t2 - 1)2

and the fiscal externality effect can be described as
@ni si
—^
@sj

^

= 2

si
t ------ -----；
(t2 - 1 )

23In our model, when firms enter into the manufacturing market, they consider the value of
P ( J — V + W — U ) while the value generated by a match is J — V + W — U . The workers who
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+

(tn1 -f n2)

6

The marginal benefit of subsidy can be described as
り

(A — r + Si — 2tsj — A t2 + A t3 — rt2 + t2Si — At + 2rt)

= ( t + i )2

(t2 - 1)2

.
.
. .
.
(28)
The first part of the right hand side of (28) is the increase in the rent generated
by the increase in matched workers and firms The second part represents the
increase in consumer surplus generated by the increase in firms. The marginal
cost of subsidy is
(A — r + 2si — 4tsj — At2 + At3 — rt2 + 2t2Si — At + 2rt)
M C = 」 ----------------i-------- j------------------- 2----------------- i-----------------(29)
(t2 - 1)2
From (28) and (29), when り= 0 , Si = Sj = 0 is the subsidy rate which makes
the marginal befit to be the same to the marginal costs. Thus, the marginal
value or increase in consumer surplus equals to the marginal costs. If k = 0,
り= 0, which means that when labor market is perfect, the coordinated subsidy
rate becomes zero.
By comparing the subsidy rates of the competitive equilibrium with the co
ordinated equilibrium subsidy rates, we find that s ' is always larger than sC.
These inefficiently high subsidy rates are caused by subsidy at which govern
ments subsidize the manufacturing firms in their country. Each government
subsidizing these manufacturing firms ignores the externality in the other coun
try caused by the entry and exit of firms. If subsidized firms start to operate,
they export their goods, which intensifies competition and induces exits of firms
in the other country. These exits of firms lower welfare in the other country by
two channels: the consumer surplus effect and labor market imperfection effect.
Therefore, in the competitive equilibrium, each government subsidizes its firms
above the coordinated level.
Comparing the number of firms in the competitive equilibrium with the
coordinated equilibrium number of firms yields
n*

nc

(2 —t + 3t2) (1 + t ) A — (1 + 5 り)
( 1 + 1)2 (1 - t + 2t2)

> 0；

because A < A < A and 0 < t < 1 . Therefore, in the competitive equilibrium,
the number of firms is larger and market competition is fiercer than that when
governments provide coordinated equilibrium subsidy rates. From (32), the
unemployment rates in the competitive equilibrium are higher than those when
the subsidy rates are coordinated because the number of firms and probability
choose the sector where they work consider the value of P ( J — V + W — U ), while the value
generated by a match is J — V + W — U , These may induces the to o large or small number
of manufacturing firms and workers. In addition, when firms enter into the manufacturing
market, they do not consider the effect of their entry into manufacturing market on the
dom estic consum er surplus and the foreign con sum er surplus. T he workers who cho ose the
sector where they work do not consider the effects of their choice on consumer surplus. These
may also induces the too large or small number of manufacturing firms and workers.
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of a worker finding a job are higher. Then, the number of workers entering the
manufactured goods sector and unemployment rates become larger.
Summarizing these results, we can obtain the following proposition.
P ro p o s itio n 2 Subsidy competition results in an inefficiently high subsidy rate
(race to the bottom) and high unemployment rates.
In our model, subsidy competition always results in a race to the bottom.
The existence of the negative externality by subsidy under subsidy competition
therefore generates a race to the bottom in our model.
3 .2

U n e m p lo y m e n t r a te s a n d w e lfa r e w it h o r w it h o u t s u b 
s id y

c o m p e titio n

Here, we study the case that neither of the two countries provides a subsidy and
as a result, neither engages in subsidy competition (si = Sj = 0). From (19),
the equilibrium number of manufacturing firms becomes
4

=吨

nn

A (1 —t) — (1 + チ
(1 + 1)2

)
；

where the superscript n represents the economy when neither government subsi
dizes the manufacturing sector. We see that under our assumption of _A < A <
A, n n < n* holds. From (32) the equilibrium unemployment rate is an increas
ing function of the number of manufacturing firms. Thus, subsidy competition
raises unemployment rates.
Lemma 2 Subsidy competition raises the equilibrium number of firms and
unemployment rates.
In our model, the increase in the number of manufacturing firms raises un
employment rates, since the number of workers searching for jobs in the man
ufacturing sector increases. Under subsidy competition, governments provide
positive subsidies to manufacturing firms, which increases the equilibrium num
ber of firms. Thus, unemployment rates are higher with subsidy competition
than without subsidy competition.
The welfare level in country i in the subsidy competition equilibrium as a
function of the subsidy rate can be written as
SW i (s) = 1 + z + n(s)(q - s) + (------ )^ n(s) ,

(30)

where n(s) is the number of firms as a function of s in the subsidy competition
equilibrium, which is given by (19). Following some calculation, we can derive
the following equation:
@s

(1 + t)2.
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Thus, SWi (s) is a quadratic function of s and has the maximum value at so =
From (30), we can recognize that
SWi(s)|s=〇 = SWi(s)\s=2v
Thus, if 2” > ( く)s*, S W i(s) し=〇 く (> )S W *. See Figure 1a and 1b. From (24),
we see that if 2^ > s*, the next inequality holds:
^>

p t(A (l + t2) - (1 - t))
三 ，.
p (1 —t + 2t2) + 6 t(1 —t2)

(31)

If the labor market is perfect (k = ， = 0), welfare with subsidy competition
is always lower than that without subsidy competition. If (31) is satisfied,
subsidy competition improves welfare compared with the case without subsidy
competition.
P ro p o s itio n 3 W h en ， > ， (v く v), subsidy competition is beneficial (waste
ful).
This proposition states that when labor market friction is large, subsidy
competition is beneficial. In the case without subsidy competition, the num
ber of entries of manufacturing firms becomes inefficiently small, because the
search activity by unmatched firms incurs a positive search cost. In our model,
the inefficiency induced by labor market imperfection is internalized in the sub
sidy competition equilibrium, since the government maximizes social welfare in
a country given in (21), which involves this inefficiency captured by the term
ni(v — si). However, subsidy competition brings about the externality by sub
sidy, which lowers social welfare; further, the externality by subsidy becomes
small with an increase in v. In the equilibrium without subsidy competition,
no externality by subsidy exists, while the inefficiency induced by labor market
imperfection is not internalized. When v is large, the inefficiency induced by
labor market imperfection is large, while the externality by subsidy is small.
Thus, welfare under subsidy competition is higher than that without subsidy
competition. On the contrary, when v is small, the inefficiency induced by labor
market imperfection is relatively small compared with the externality by sub
sidy, and welfare under subsidy competition is lower than that without subsidy
competition.
Note that when no labor market friction exists (k = 0 and v = 〇), the coor
dinated subsidy rate becomes zero ( sc|k.〇 = 0), while the equilibrium subsidy
rate is positive, that is s\k=〇 = —
> 〇 because A く A く A.
Thus, when labor markets are perfect, subsidy competition always lowers welfare
to below that in the case without subsidy competition. Our results show that
since there is labor market imperfection, subsidy competition may be beneficial.
3 .3

E ffe c ts

o f la b o r

m a rk et

fr ic tio n

From (24), we can derive that
@s*
@k

p (1 —t + 2t2) —t6 (1 —t) @v
p ( 1 —t + 2t2)
@k
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where drf/dk > 0. Then, we can obtain the following lemma.
Lemma 3 The subsidy rate increases (decreases) with labor market friction,
when p ( l —t + 2t2) — t 6 ( l —t) > (< )0.
Lemma 3 shows that there is a case that a rise in labor market friction raises
(reduces) the equilibrium subsidy rate. From (22), the rise in labor market fric
tion in a country raises the equilibrium subsidy rate in that country. However,
the rise in labor market friction in a foreign country lowers the equilibrium sub
sidy rate in the home country. Thus, there are both cases that a rise in labor
market friction raises and lowers the subsidy rate.
The unemployment rate in the symmetric country is given by
u*

6n*
q(0*)0* *

(32)

Note that unemployment rates are an increasing function of the number of firms.
By substituting
from the definition of r into (32) and differentiating
it with respect to k, the following equation can be obtained:
du*

州 1 + t2) ( l + や 一 A (l + t))

@k

p2 (1 + 1)2 (1 - t + 2t2)

@r
@k

2叫

When A < (> ^ \ + p
t 三 Ai , <
(> )〇holdsbecause of
> 0 and A く A i くA
holds.24 In our model, an increase in labor market friction affects unemployment
rates in two opposite ways. On the one hand, it decreases the probability of a
worker finding a job, which transfers migrants from the agriculture sector to the
manufacturing sector and reduces unemployment rates. On the other hand, it
reduces the entry of firms, and thus the probability of a worker finding a firm
becomes small, which raises equilibrium unemployment rates. When market
size is sufficiently small, the former effect is stronger than the latter effect.
Therefore, an increase in labor market friction decreases unemployment rates.
Lemma 4 When A く ( > )A i, the increase in labor market friction lowers
(raises) equilibrium unemployment rates in each country.
By differentiating the welfare level with respect to k, we can obtain the
following equation:
d sw i
@k

1 + f r - A(1 + 1)
1 (1 + t2) ( 1 - 2t + 3t2)
p (1 + 12 + 2t3)

く〇

because A く A く A and 1—2t+3t2 > 0 in 0 くt く 1 . An increase in labor market
friction decreases the welfare level monotonically in the equilibrium. Then, by
summarizing the above results, the following proposition can be obtained.
4By subtracting from A\ to A, the following equation can be obtained:
A i- A

p ( l - t + 2 t 2) + ^ ^ ( 1 - 2t + 3t2)
t P ( 1 - t2)

because 0 < t < 1 and 1 — 2t + 3t2 > 0.
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> 0;

P ro p o s itio n 4 An increase in labor market friction decreases the welfare level
monotonically.
An increase in labor market friction decreases the number of matched firms.
The decrease in matched firms reduces the number of matched workers, which
lowers welfare through labor market imperfection effect. In addition, the de
crease in the number of matched firms raises the price level of manufactured
goods, which also lowers welfare through consumer surplus effect.
3 .4

E ffe c ts

o f tra d e

co sts

In this subsection, we investigate how trade liberalization affects unemployment
rates and welfare. We interpret t as trade costs, and an increase in t means a
decline in trade costs. We define such a decline in trade costs as trade liberaliza
tion. The effects of trade liberalization on unemployment rates can be expressed
as
= qq ((0e*^
^)e*
)0 * @§dtT . Then, the sign of
is the same as that of
. Here, we
(1+ 1 V) ( l - t +9t 2 - t 3+2t4)
and obtain the following
define t = 0.144427 and A 2
2t2(1+t)(3+t2)
lemma (see the Appendix for the proof).
L em m a 5 When 0 < t <i,, trade liberalization always increases unemploy
ment rates. When t く t く 1 , trade liberalization increases unemployment rates
in A く A く A 2 and decreases unemployment rates in A 2 く A く A.
Trade liberalization has opposite effects on the unemployment rates. The
negative effect is that it intensifies competition among manufacturing firms,
reducing the number of firms and lowering unemployment rates. The positive
effect is that a reduction in trade costs means that firms grow their volume of
exports and this increases profits. Then, the number of firms increases and some
workers move from the agricultural goods sector to the manufactured goods
sector. Therefore, unemployment rates rise. When trade costs are sufficiently
high (0 く t く t), trade liberalization increases the number of firms and raises
unemployment rates. When trade costs are sufficiently low, the effects of trade
liberalization on unemployment rates depend on market size. When market size
is small (large), trade liberalization raises (lowers) unemployment rates.
When market size is small in both countries, the number of firms is small and
the manufactured goods market becomes less competitive. Then, the positive
effect is stronger than the negative effect and trade liberalization increases the
number of firms and raises unemployment rates. When market size is large,
the number of firms is large and the market is competitive. Then, the negative
effect overcomes the positive one and trade liberalization decreases the number
of firms and lowers unemployment rates.
We also find that trade liberalization always improves welfare, as shown in
the following proposition (see the Appendix for the proof).
P ro p o s itio n 5 Trade liberalization always increase the welfare level.
In our model, trade liberalization may increases (decreases) the number of
firms and raises (lowers) unemployment rates. The increase in the number of
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firms improves the welfare, while the decrease in it worsens the welfare. From
(30), trade liberalization raises the consumer surplus, since consumer can get
imported goods with lower trade costs. In our model, the effect of the rise in
consumer surplus because of the low imported goods price is strong enough that
trade liberalization always improves the welfare.

4

Asymmetric labor market friction

In this section, we study the effects of asymmetric labor market friction on
subsidy rates. Without loss of generality, we assume that the labor market in
country 2 is more efficient than that in country 1, namely k i = ん2 and
The difference between the subsidy rate is given by25
s {a - s^2a

1+

= " 2.

6s 1 + 12 + 2t3
p 1 + 3t2 + 4t4 ( " i - " 2) > 〇；

because " 1 = " 2. Thus, the country with the more inefficient labor market
provides a higher subsidy rate than the other country. In addition, we see that
@ (s1a — s2a) /dt > 0. Thus, a decline in trade costs raises the difference in
equilibrium subsidy rates. Form the analysis in Appendix, we can derives the
next lemma:
Lemma 6 In the case o f asymmetric countries, the subsidy rate is higher
in the larger labor market friction country than in the other country. Subsidy
competition always results in a race to the bottom.
We next analyze the effects of labor market friction on unemployment rates
and welfare. Since deriving clear results in the general case of asymmetric
countries is difficult, we focus our attention on the neighborhood of symmetric
countries. In the Appendix, we show that
the Appendix, we also show that when A
A a < A < A a,

ki=k2

ki =k2
< A < Aa

< 0 is always satisfied. In
dui
@ki

< 0 and when
ki=k2
> 0. Then, we can obtain the following lemma.

Lemma 7 Suppose that the two countries are symmetric and labor market
friction in country 1 increases, while that in country 2 is constant.
1)The unemployment rate in country 2 always rises.
2)When A < A < Aa, the unemployment rate in country 1
lowers.
3)When Aa く A く A, the unemployment rate in country 1 rises.
With the increase in labor market friction in a country, the number of man
ufacturing firms in the own country decreases, while that in the other country
increases. Then, unemployment rates in the other country rise. When A is small,
the manufacturing sector is small. Hence, the equilibrium pronts of firms and
workers5wages are low. In this case, with an increase in labor market friction, a
large number of workers searching for jobs in the manufacturing sector migrate
25See the Appendix for the analysis of asymmetric countries.
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to the agriculture sector. This migration lowers unemployment rates. When
A is large, equilibrium profits and wages are high. Thus, only a small number
of workers switch from the manufacturing sector to the agriculture sector when
labor market friction increases, which raises unemployment rates.
We now study the effect of search costs on welfare. We differentiate welfare
thus:
= - C ( a p (1 + 1) - p - S^) ；
k 1 = k2

dSW2
= D ( A p ( l + 1) - p - Sri) ；
@ki ki=k2
and C > 0 and D > 0.26 Since A < A < A, A p (l + 1) — p — Sr > 0. Then, we
can observe that
dSWi
@SW2
< 0 and
> 0:
@ki ki=k2
@ki ki=k2
We can summarize these results in the next proposition.
P ro p o s itio n 6 Suppose that the two countries are symmetric and labor market
friction in country l increases, while that in country 2 is constant. Welfare in
country l lowers, while that in country 2 rises.
The increase in labor market friction in a country reduces the number of firms
in that country, which lowers the welfare though the consumer surplus effect and
the labor market imperfection effect. The rise in labor market friction in the
other country increases the number of firms in that country, which raises the
welfare through the consumer surplus effect and the labor market imperfection
effect.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we construct a two-country model with labor market friction in
the labor market to investigate how subsidy competition affects welfare. Our
analysis shows that governments engaged in subsidy competition provide posi
tive subsidies to manufacturing firms. In our model, the externality by subsidy
lowers welfare in the other country through two channels. Since the markets
for manufactured goods are segmented, the increase in the number of firms in
a country lowers welfare in the other country. In addition, the decrease in the
number of firms reduces the number of workers employed in the manufacturing
sector, which lowers welfare. Because of the negative externality by subsidy in
a country to the other country, subsidy competition always results in a race to
the bottom in our model.
26We define C =

(1 + t 2)

--2 ( 1 - t )3 ( l + 3t2 + 2t4)

(1 -t)2
( l + 2 t 2+ t 4 - 4 t 6) 2

(1 + t + 4t2 + 3 t 3 + 9t4 + 6t5 + 8t6) and D

1+t+2t2
( l + 2 t 2 + t4 - 4 t 6 ) 2
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三

We also show that subsidy competition is beneficial when labor market fric
tion is large. In the case without subsidy competition, the number of entries of
manufacturing firms becomes inefficiently small, because the search activity by
unmatched firms involves positive search costs. In our model, the inefficiency
induced by labor market imperfection is internalized in the subsidy competition
equilibrium. However, subsidy competition brings about the externality by sub
sidy that lowers social welfare. In the equilibrium without subsidy competition,
no externality by subsidy exists, while the inefficiency induced by labor mar
ket imperfection is not internalized. When the labor market friction is large,
the inefficiency induced by labor market imperfection is large and welfare un
der subsidy competition is higher than that without subsidy competition. On
the contrary, when the labor market friction is small, the inefficiency induced
by labor market imperfection is relatively small compared with the externality
by subsidy, and welfare under subsidy competition is lower than that without
subsidy competition.
Further, we show that the increase in labor market friction always reduces
welfare, whereas trade liberalization always improves welfare. The increase in
labor market friction raises labor market inefficiency and reduces the total num
ber of matched firms and workers in the manufacturing sector as well as the
consumer surplus. Trade liberalization lowers the equilibrium price of imported
goods, which raises the consumer surplus. Hence, trade liberalization reduces
the number of workers employed in the manufacturing sector, which lowers wel
fare. Even in this case, however, the rise in the consumer surplus exceeds the
decrease in the number of matched firms and workers.
Finally, in terms of asymmetric labor market friction between countries,
we show that the equilibrium subsidy rate is lower in the country with larger
labor market friction. In addition, the increase in labor market friction in a
country lowers its subsidy rate and raises the subsidy rate in the other country.
Further, the increase in labor market friction in a country in the neighborhood
of symmetric countries lowers its welfare and raises welfare in the other country.
The presented model can be extended in a number of directions. One is that
firm productivity is heterogeneous. If manufacturing firms are heterogeneous
and governments provide subsidies to firms, competition among firms becomes
intensive, which may lower or raise cutoff productivities. Then, when firms are
heterogeneous, new externalities can be observed, which enriches the model.
Future research could aim to analyze labor market or redistribution policies
under subsidy competition. For example, unemployment fees could be financed
by the corporate tax. Hence, we could study the effect of redistribution policies
on employed and unemployed workers.
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Appendix

6 .1

P r o o f o f L em m a

5

Differentiating the number of firms with respect to s yields
( X+ p

( ! _ t + 9t2 _ t3 + 4t4) _ 2t2A(1 + t) (3 + t 2)
(1 + t)3 ( 1 - t + 2t2)2

( > ) (1+ f v ) ( l - t +9t 2 - t 3 +2t4 )
When A < (> )
三 A 2，
> ( < ) 0 holds. By subtracting
2t2(1+t)(3+t2)
from A 2 to A, the following equation can be obtained:
A 2 —A =

1 - t + 5t2 - t3 - 2t5

1+ ~
pV

2t2

(3 + 13)(1 + t)

> 0;

because 1 —t + 5t2 — t3 — 2t5 > 0 in 0 く t < 1. By subtracting from A to A 2,
we get the following equation:
p+ ろ
V
F (t)
A —A 2 = —
2t2p 3 —2t2 —t4 ’
where F ( t ) 三 1 —8t + 1 0 t2 — 18t3 + 3t4 —4t5 and 3 — 2t2 —t4 > 0 in 0 くt < 1.
When 0 く t く t, where F (b) = 0 and t = 0.144427，A く A 2 holds. When
b < t < 1，A > A 2 holds. Therefore, when 0 く t く b,
> 0 holds. When
b < t < 1 , @@^ > 0 holds in A く A くA 2 and
6 .2

P r o o f o f P r o p o s itio n

< 0 holds in A 2 く A く A.

5

By differentiating the welfare level with respect to t, we obtain the following
equation:
層

@t

i = [A(1 + t ) - (1 + f
= ( 1 + t2 + 2t3)3

G(A)
()；

where
G ( A ) = ( 1 + 1^)(1 + - v ) - tA(1 + 12) ( 1 - 3t + 12 + 13),
p
and $ 三一2 + 3 t(1 —2 t(1 —t))(2 + 12) and 1 + 1$ > 0 in 0 く t < 1 . Because
A く A く A, A(1 + t ) — (1 + fv ) is positive and then the sign of
is the
same sign as that of G (A). When i, く t く 1 , where 1 — 3t + t2 + tt3 = 0 and
e = 0.414214, G(A) is positive. When 0 く t く e, G(A) is also positive in
A く A くA. Therefore,
> 0 in 0 くt く 1.
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6 .3

A s y m m e tr ic

6.3.1

c o u n tr ie s

Proof of Lemma 6

Substituting (24) into (19) yields
(1 + 12) (1 + 1 + 2t2) ( 1 - t)2(A(1 + 1 ) - 1 ) - ^Vi (1 + 12 + 2 t4 + ^tVj (1 + 3t2)
1

( 1 - t2) 2 (1 + 3t2 + 4t4)
(33)

We can observe that n\a < n2a. For n\a > 0, we assume that
ろりェ( 1 + 12 + 2t4) — 切2 (1 + 3t2

1

A>

+----1+ t ' P

(1 - t)2 (1 + t)(1 + t + 2t2)

；
A a*

The equilibrium prices in country 1 and 2 are

*a — p( 1 — り ( 丄+ 尤+ 2t2) [ 丄+ t2 —tA ( 丄一t2)] + ろ( 丄+ t2) [りi (1 + t2) — 2t、 j
Pi
p ( 1 - t2)(1 + 3t2 + 4 t 4)
Since りi > り2, P!a > P|a. For p|a > 0, the following inequality should hold:

A<

(1 + t2)

ろ(り2(1 + 12) — 2t3り
丄
) + p ( 1 —t ) ( 1 + 1 + 2t2)

sp ( 1 —s2)

( 1 —t) (1 + 1 + 2t2)

= Aa-

(34)

By comparing A with A, we can obtain the following equation:
( 1 —t + 2t2) ^ ( り2 — りi t) + ( 1 —t ) )
A a —A a —

t ( 1 - t)2(1 + t)

For the existence of the asymmetric equilibrium, we assume that (り2 — り！
t) +
( 1 - t ) > 0.
P
We can see that @ Ti(A)/@ A > 0 and r “ A a ) — —管” しフ2 (1 + t2 + 2t3) >
0. In addition, @T2(A )/@ A > 0 and r 2(Aa) — — v1 ~_vt2 (1 + 12 + 2t3) > 0.
Therefore, r i( A ) > 0 and r 2(A) > 0. These results prove Lemma 6.
6.3.2

Proof of Proposition 6

By differentiating the unemployment rate in countries 1 and 2 with respect to
search costs in the case of symmetric countries, the following equations can be
obtained:
A ( 1 - t)2(1 + t)(1 + 1 + 2t2) - ( 1 - t)2(1 + 1 + 2t2) - (2 - t + 2t2 - 3t3 + 4t4)^り
( 1 - t2)2(1 + 3t2 + 4 t 4)

k1=k2
(1 + 12)^ろ9 り1
p
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du2
@ki kl=k2
where 2 — t + 2t2

1 + 4t2 + 3t4
Ptfq2^2 @Vi
0
( 1 —t2)2(1 + 3t2 + 4 t 4) p2 d k i 〉
—

3t3

(i-t )2ii+t)(i+t+ 2i2) = A a, 117 ^

+

4t4

> (< )0 h〇
lds.

> 0 in 0 < t <
By subtracting from A a

to A a, the following equation can be obtained:
8”
A a _

A

a=

1 + 12 + 2t4

p (1 —t)2 1 + 2t + 3t2 + 2t3

Then, Aa is larger than Aa.
equation can be obtained:

By subtracting from Aa to Aa, the following

( 1 - t)(1 + 3t2 + 4t4) +
A a 一A a =

> 0:

( 1 - 2t + 3t2 - 4t3 + 4t4 - 6t5)

t ( 1 - t ) 2(1 + t ) ( 1 + t + 2t2)

When 警 > ( く)B, A a > ( く) A a holds, where we define —i+(i—
—
盟ユ士4 2 研 三
B. In addition ，

く 0 and B|t =〇 = - 1 . Thus,

B < 0 く 穿 is always satisfied. Therefore, Aa く Aa くAa always holds.
6 .4

V a r ia b le

ou tp u ts

o f fir m s

In the basic model of this paper, we assume that the outputs of the firms are
constant, for analytical simplicity. In this subsection, we extend the model by
making the outputs of the firms variable. The setup of the model involving
the utility function, the agriculture sector, and the matching process in the
manufacturing sector is assumed to be the same as in our basic model. In this
subsection, the firms, which are under Cournot competition, can choose their
optimal amounts of domestic and export outputs. We assume that firms employ
one unit of a worker and share revenue with that worker if they are matched.
For simplicity, the marginal costs incurred to produce manufactured goods are
assumed to be zero. We also assume that the export of manufactured goods
incurs trade costs. To export one unit of manufactured goods, firms incur t
units of numeraire goods. Under these conditions, the equilibrium price of
manufactured goods in country i is
Pi — A

—

n i qii

—

nj qj i ；

where 收 represents the domestic supply of manufactured goods produced by
a firm in country i and qj i is the exported manufactured goods produced by a
firm in country j . The revenue for a firm in a country can be described as
R i — p i qi i + (pj

—

t)q i j ；

where t represents trade costs. We can derive the equilibrium amount of outputs
and substitute them into the above revenue functions to find the equilibrium
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1 . When A > ( < ) 1+ +

revenue of firms. Since we assume that the matching process is the same as that
in our basic model, the condition of (17) should also hold:
p+ 8
Ri + Si = r 三 1 +--------- り.
p
These equations determine the equilibrium number of firms in the two countries,
ni and n j. We thus substitute these values into the next social welfare function:
(A _ p )2
SWi = pniWi + p(1 - ni)Ui = 1 + z + ni(q - Si) + -----^
：
The government in country i sets its subsidy rate to maximize the country’s
welfare.
Since the calculations in the variable output case are complex, we cannot
derive the explicit form of the equilibrium subsidy rate or social welfare in a
country. We thus apply numerical methods to compare the equilibrium social
welfare with and without the case of subsidy competition (Si = s = 0). Figure
A1 describes the results of these numerical methods. This figure shows that
when labor market friction is large (りis large), subsidy competition becomes
beneficial. Thus, we show that our main result that subsidy competition is
beneficial in the case of large labor market friction can be derived in the general
model of variable firms’ outputs.
6 .5

S u b s id y

fo r fir m s 5 s e a rch

co sts

In this subsection, we study the case that governments provide a subsidy to
cover firms’ search activities. In this case, the net search costs of a firm become
k — Si in country i. The value of a vacant jod is given by
pVi = - k + Si + q (〇i )(J i - Vi).

(35)

The value of an occupied Job is given by
pJi = (R i — WM i ) + 8(Vi — Ji ).

(36)

By using (35) and (36), we can obtain Ji — Vi as follows:
(R i — WMi) + k — Si

Ji — Vi =

P + 8 + q(^i)

(37)

By substituting (7), (11), and (12) into (35), the value of a vacant Job is given
by
1 -0
PVi = ~ k + Si +----^
：
(38)
i
In the equilibrium, the value of a vacant Job becomes zero Vi = 0, and the
tightness of the labor market in each country is given by
丨
*=
i

1 一0
0 ( k — S i)
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(39)

Thus, the increase in the subsidy rate raises equilibrium labor market tight
ness,
When Si = k, 〇l = 1 , which means that labor market imperfection
vanishes.
By substituting (11), (12), (37), and Vi = 0 into (7), the profit level in
country i can be obtained as follows:
p+ 6

Ri = 1 +

(40)

三 ri.

l3q(〇m

Here, we focus on the interior equilibrium in which there are a positive num
ber of firms in both countries (ni > 0 and
> 0). Equations (16) determine
the equilibrium number of firms in the two countries. By substituting (16) into
(2), we get
[A — (ni + tn j)] + [A — (tni + n j)] t = ri.
(41)
Thus, the equilibrium number of firms in country i is

,n —

A (1 + 1) ( 1 —t ) — (1 + t2)ri + 2trj
( 1 - t2)2

(42)

Equations (39), (40), and (42) show that @ni/@Sj く 0. Thus, when governments
subsidize the search costs of firms, there exists the externality by subsidy.
The government chooses its subsidy rate to maximize welfare in each country:
SWi

= 1 + z + pniJi - (siVi)
+ ni

(43)

> + 6 + q (^ )<

1 +

q(〇m
1 + z + ni

2

q( 嗔
- P)p

は( 嗔
p

1 + z + ni(

(ni + tnj 丫

細 ( 嗔

+
q( 嗔
—s i z / m ) +
qm

Si

(ni + tnj 丫
2

q( へ*) ノ

(ni + tn j)
2

6ni*
q(
浐 ） and the governments budget constraint be

where we use v グ

comes Ti = s*v*. We can see that when s* = k , へ* = 1 . In this case, ri = 1 and
ni has a finite value. Thus, when s* = k, ni

. This
s i ?W)
means that the equilibrium value of the subsidy rate is lower than k, s* く k.
We specify q(へi ) = も 7, where 0 く 7 く 1 . In this case,
SWi = 1+ z + n i(P

6

p

:¥广

ゾq(0: ) 0:

レ7

k -si

i

)+

(ni + tn j)2
2

, k -si

It is impossible to derive an explicit solution of s*. We use numerical methods
with A = 20, t = 1 /2 , p = 1 /2 , 6 = 1 /2 , p = 1 /2 , and 7 = 1 /2 . We show that
there is a case that subsidy competition is beneficial (see Figure A2).
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7

Appendix (Not for publication)

7 .1

S u b s id y

fo r e m p lo y e d

w ork er

When we assume that the government provides subsidy for employed workers,
the value of Wi is given by
(A _ p )2
PW i = (z + wMi + sMi + ai ~ Ti +-------- ^------) + ろ( ひi — W i );

(44)

where SM i denotes the wage subsidy to the employed worker. Under the wage
subsidy, from ⑶ and (44), W i — Ui is given by
Wi - Ui =

WMi + SMi
P + ろ+ q(0i)Qi

(45)

Then, by substituting (10) and (45) into (3), we can obtain the wage rate in the
manufactured goods sector as follows:
WM i + SM i = 1 +

p+ ろ
q(〇i )〇i

(46)

The first term of 1 represents the outside option of the worker and the second
term is the risk premium. By substituting (7), (45), and (46) into (5), the value
of a vacant job becomes the same as (14). Then, the labor market tightness in
the case of the subsidy rate for employed worker is
0 1= 0 * 2 = 0 * =

(47)

Thus, this is the same to that in the case of subsidy to manufacturing firms,
which is independent of subsidy rates.
By substituting (45), (46), (13), and Vi = 0 into (7), we can obtain the
profits of manufactured goods firms in country i as follows:
〇
R i + SMi — 1
,
" q (〇 )〇--------^ — = i.
p + ろ

(48)

Then, from the above equation, the profit level in country i can be obtained as
follows:
R i + SMi = 1 + Pq( 〇*) 〇* 三 rM;

(49)

Here, we focus on the interior equilibrium in which there are a positive
number of firms in both countries (ni > 0 and n2 > 0). Thus, the equilibrium
number of firms in country i is

ni

A ( 1 + t ) ( 1 —t ) — ( 1 + t2)(r — SMi) + 2t(r — SMj)
( 1 - t2)2
.
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(50)

The government chooses its subsidy rate to maximize welfare in each country:
SWi = pniWi + p (l - ni)Ui = 1 + z + Ui(q -

+

(ni + tnj )
2

(51)

Thus, we saw that the equilibrium number of subsidy rates in the case of subsidy
for employed workers is the same to the that in the subsidy for manufacturing
firms. In addition, the social welfare function in the case of subsidy for employed
workers is the same to the case in the subsidy to manufacturing firms. Therefore,
in the case of subsidy for employed workers, we can derive the same results to
the case of subsidy for manufacturing firms.
7 .2

D e r iv a tio n

o f th e

w e lfa r e

le v e l

The welfare level in country i is given by
SWi

=

pniWi + p ( 1 - ni)Ui
ni l z + WMi + ai - 7} + え----- -— -— + ろ(Ui — Wi)
2
+ ( 1 —n i ) ( 1 + z + ai

—

Ti

(Ai - p i)2
2

+

By substituting (11), (12), (14), (15), (17), ai = pnJi, and the government
budget constraint into the above equation, we can obtain the following equation:
SW i

1 + z + pniJi - (sini)
+ni

> + ろ+ q霞
q( 嗔

1 +

q( 嗔

(ni + tnj )2

- P)p
1

+

z
p

1 + z + ni(、
卿

m

(ni + t n j )
2

_

s\> +

一 si) +
—り '

2

(ni + tnj)
2

Then, we can obtain the welfare level in country i .
7 .3

D e r iv a tio n s
la b o r

o f n\a <

m ark et

a n d

p^a >

p2a in

a s y m m e tr ic

fr ic tio n

Subtracting n\a from n|a yields
n^a - n{a

( 1 + t2) (V l - V2)
p (1 - t)2 (1 + 1 + 2t2)

> 0；

because 〜 > 他 . Then, an efficient labor market attracts more firms.
addition, we investigate the difference in the price level as follows:
於

，

P2a = p
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> 〇；

In

because 1 + 12 — 2t3 > 0 in 0 < t < 1.
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Figure 1A: Subsidy com petition is b eneficial(n > ^).

Figure 1B: Subsidy com petition is w astefu l(n < ^).

Welfare

(The condition n > 0.00425484 is necessary to get a real value solution of the
subsidy rate).
Blue line: Welfare with subsidy competition, Red line: Welfare without subsidy
competition
Figure A1:Welfare with or without subsidy competition

A = 20,t = p = = 2,5 = 2

= 2,

Red line： welfare without subsidy competition
Blue line: welfare with subsidy competition
Figure A2: Subsidy to firms’ search costs

